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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to examine the art, 
architecture, and archaeology of Ba11 Court AIII at Copan, 
Honduras, within the context of a pilgrimage hypothesis.
Using research published by Gustav Stromsvik in the early 
1950's, research done by William Fash from 1985 to 1987, and 
the author’s field work in 1986 and 1987, I hope to relate the 
ball court's facade and architecture to pilgrimages made to it 
in ancient times. This paper will examine every aspect of 
Ball Court AIII, including minimal work done on previous ball 
courts at Copan which directly relate to Ball Court AIII, in 
order to understand its form and decoration, the 
reconstruction of its facade, the symbolism of the facade, and 
lastly the surrounding architecture that was used as bleachers 
for the large numbers of pilgrims who would watch the game.
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MAYA PILGRIMS AND THEIR BALL GAME
The ball game that the Classic Maya inherited is a game 
that originated in South America (Stern 1950) and continues to 
be played in parts of Mexico today (Kelly 1980). In fact, the 
ball game has lasted so long and influenced so many modern 
games, by making its way to Spain, it is confusing why so 
little is known about the rules. If the rules did not make 
the game, what did? As Susan Gillespie states: "All of these 
games (of North, South, and Middle America) are related in 
their sharing of certain underlying principles which governed 
not so much the playing procedure or rules but why the game 
was played, what function it fullfilledM (1985:1 ).
I believe the function the game fulfilled was to attract 
pilgrims in order to reinforce authority of the elite. It was 
the symbolism of light versus dark, good versus evil, that 
played an essential part in confirming the power of the elite 
over the peasants. The commoners needed to know that their 
village was safe, and that their king was protecting them. It 
was through the ball game that the pilgrims could see the 
forces of evil and darkness being defeated by the forces of 
light, represented by the local king. On the south alley 
marker of Copan Ball Court Allb, Copan's king XVIII Rabbit is 
shown defeating death and assuring fertility (Baudez 1984 
: 13).
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3Witnessing the rites that would assure fertile soil is an 
important reason why pilgrims journeyed to watch the ball 
game. Local farmers needed assurance that the king, and thus 
the growing season, would defeat death and the dead season, 
"Public appeal for the game is presumed necessary given the 
long history (of the game) and distribution of the rnasonary 
courts, Public gatherings during feast days or pilgrimage!', 
may have precipitated a lively match." (Scarborough nd:17)
There are examples from other Maya sites that pilgrimages 
may have oooured. Scarborough states that Altun Ha, a 
formidable site, lacks a ball court (nd:1A). For an occurence 
of this sort, he claims, Altun Ha required an alliance with a 
site that had a ball court. In this ease, a pilgrimage 
occured in order to play the game. Stephen F. de Borhegyi 
(1968:fjOH) talks about ceremonial centers that contain up to 
thirteen ball courts, but the site’s population is not large 
enough to require so many ball courts, This resembles 
Cahuachi which was only a pilgrimage center and lacked a 
constant population.
Within the Maya realm there are countless other examples 
of possible ball court pilgrimages, but this paper will 
concentrate on pilgrimage to Copan's Ball Court AIII. In 
order to discuss a pilgrimage hypothesis, it is necesary to 
examine the symbolism of the game as depicted on the court 
itself. To do this, I will describe the form of the ball 
court architecture first. Next, I will discuss my 1986 field 
research which includes the reconstruction of the ball court’s
ll
facade. After examining both the form of the ball court's art 
and the ball court's architecture, I will relate the art and 
architecture to power and symbolism. Lastly I will discuss my 
1987 field research, in which I measured and examined the 
structures surrounding the ball court that may have been used 
to watch the game, and estimated a viewing audience.
FORM AND DECORATION
In this section I will describe the physical architecture 
of Ball Court AIII. In order to do this I will first give a 
brief description of both Copan ball courts and their building 
phases. Although Copan has the longest continually existing 
ball court at one site, it has only the one ceremonial court 
(Stromsvik 1952:212). Recently another ball court, Ball Court 
B, was discovered by William Fash and Sheree Lane (1983).
Ball Court B, though, is only a practice court. It lacks 
.sculpture facade and is poorly located (Ball Court A is 
located at the center of the site, see fig.1). Also, Ball 
Court B's playing alley is the same dimensions as Ball Court 
Afs dimensions. Finally, Ball Court B has three distinct 
building phases which correspond to the building phases of 
Ball Court A, These facts doom Ball Court B to an existence 
of practice for Ball Court A. Nonetheless, the Copanecs did 
take their practicing serious enough to leave offerings by 
Ball Court B. (Fash pers. comm.,1987). ^
Ball Court A also went through three distinct building 
phases, with Ba 1 Court AIII being the final phase. Ball 
Court AI, the first ball court, has a relative date of earlier 
than 9.0.0.0.0, Stromsvik (1952:198) associates Usulutan ware 
found on Ball Court AI»s floor to pre-acropolis burials that 
are older than 9.0.0.0.0. There are no glyphs or markers
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associaLod with tho oourt that, wou 1 d gi ve an abso 1 uto da te . 
Ball Court A.l's playing alloy waa seven motors wide, arid ita 
honohoa wore ?6,80 motera long and novon motera wide. Traces 
of a platform could be found on top of each bench and were two 
motors shorter than the benches and one meter higher. The 
platforms, though, were not strong enough to support any 
masonary and any construction was from thatch which has 
subsequently d i sap pea red (Stromsvik 19*3? : 197) . The 
orientation of the ball court was nine degrees west of true 
north.
Ball Court All was built exactly on top of Ball Court AI. 
Ball Court All has the same location, size, and orientation of 
Ball Court AI, except its stucco floor is one meter above Ball 
Court AI. While Ball Court AI lacked alley markers, and 
indeed all motifs, Ball Court All contained two sets of three 
alley markers, one set in each of the two construction epochs, 
Ball Court Alla and A lib. The older set is in poor condition, 
while the latter set, being quickly buried by Ball Court AIII, 
is in near mint condition. (Figs.? and 3)
The date of Ball Court All is disputed. Ball Court All 
contains an introductory glyph, but two dates have been given 
for it. Sylvanus Morely gives a date of 9 Jl.0.0.0. while 
Stromsvik reads the glyph as 9.7.19.0.0. (199?: 196). The only 
other motifs found with Ball Court All are two royal macaw 
heads that may have been used as bench markers. The heads are 
stylistically earlier than Ball Court AIIX’s, but still very
p
similar.
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The dimensions of Ball Court A!II: The width of the 
playing alley is a constant seven meters.3 The playing alley 
is 2 8.*15 meters long, not including either endzone. The south 
endzone is slightly lopsided (Pig. *1) . It is 9.5 meters 
running east-west where the endzone begins, and it is ° . 6  
meters east-west where it ends. The south endzone is even 
more lopsided in its length. The west half of the endzone is 
5.35 meters deep, while the east half is an even five meters 
deep. The north endzone .is large compared to its southern 
counterpart. It is 13.65 meters deep on the east, while it is 
1*!.*! meters deep on the west. It is 25.3 meters east-west 
where the endzone begins, and it is 2*1.9 meters east-west 
where it ends. The north endzone^ centering is lopsided, the 
west half of the court is 15 .1 meters, while the east half of 
the court is 10.2 meters wide.
The ball court alley is flanked by two structures, 10L-9 
and 10L-10, both with slanted benches facing the alley. Bach 
bench is 80cm high and 6.85 meters wide (from playing alley to 
platform for superstructure). The benches make up the alley 
and are both 28. *15 meters in length. The benches are part of 
the playing 'field. Bach bench sports three royal macaw birds 
on its top. There is one at each endzone and one marking the 
alley*s center, for a total of six birds. One of these birds 
was discovered in situ and is stylistically similar to the 
macaw head found by Stromsvik in the debris at the base of 
mound 7 (1952:196), giving good indication that Ball Court All 
also sported bench markers. Each bench marker lines up with
8an alley marker. The macaw markers, being on the bench, are 
on the playing field, yet no one knows what purpose these 
markers served. David Staurt has recently noticed cauac 
glyphs on top of the bird's head, possibly relating the bird 
to the mythical macaw mountain (Pers. Comm,, 1987), but why?** 
The playing alley contains three poorly eroded markers.
Two are at each of the endzones and one is in the center of 
the court, all three markers have been excavated and no caches 
have been found. Ball Court AIII's markers can not be 
deciphered at all, but Ball Court All’s markers have been 
examined. In the chapter of symbolism I will discuss these 
markers. The central alley marker not only lines up with the 
bench markers, but also glyphs running up the benches.
The glyphs are very worn, but are still readable and one
way to date Ball Court A111 • Stromsvik (1982:189) lists three
possible dates, all from the bench inscript ions.
Only the last glyphs of the Initial Series inscription,
on the east bench, are still distinguishable
and, according to Morley (1939, pp 288-91),
read 10 Ahau 18 Kayab, Period Finding, giving
the IiOng~Count position 9.17.4.0.0, a date
supposedly marking the last phase of the last
court, or Ball Court (A)III, as it will be called.
Thompson (1944, pp89-60) disagrees with Morley's
reading of this inscription, and has noted
that 10 Ahau, which occurs on the opposite
bench, may give the dedicatory date of the
inscription, suggesting 9.18.9.0.0 10 Ahau
8 Ch' en. l'n the light of our information
concerning Stela 1, Proskouriakoff and Thompson
now point out the possibility of this being
9.12.0.0.0 10 Ahau 8 Yaxhin, a date that would
seem more satisfactory to record the final
phase of the ball court. (Stromsvik 1982:189)
All of these dates differ with the most recent estimate
of Ben 16 Kayab (9.18.6.8.13) by Linda Scheie (Kowalski
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and Pash 1986:7). Tins date is important because it is 113 
days prior to XVIII Rabbit's capture by Quirigua in A.D.Y3Y.
As Stromsvik mentioned, Stela 1 is another way to date 
the ball court. There are two stelas and two altars 
associated with Ball Court AIII. Stela 1 is on the west side 
of 10Ii-9 1 .in the center. Prom its positioning, it was erected 
before Ball Court AIII (Pig. 1^).^  It has a date of 
9.11 . 15 . . 0 , so the ball court must have a later construction 
date. The altar of Stela 1 was commemorated on 9.12.0.0.0, 
the same date as Proskouriakoff and Thompson have as the 
dedicatory date of Ball Court AIII.
The other stela and altar is situated on top of the 
l,L,,-shaped north endzone structure, mound 10A. The date of 
the stela is 9.11.0.0.0 12 Ahau 8 Ceh (Morley 1920:136-^11), 
making mound 10A the earliest construction of Ball Court AIII. 
Stromsvik (1952:189) claims that mound 10B, running 
north-30uth and connecting mound 10A to 10L-.0, is of latter 
construction. If Stela 2fs date is 9.11.0.0.0 that would be 
earlier than Stela 1, which I claim to have been constructed 
before Ball Court AIII and much earlier than the dedicatory 
date of 9.15.6.8.13 that Linda Scheie gives for the entire 
ball court.
The last structures associated with the ball court are 
the superstructures located on the platforms of 10L-9 and 
10L-10. These structures contain eight doors each and half as 
many rooms. These rooms may have been used to store ball game 
equipment. Structure 10L-10 is connected to Structure 10L-26
at its south eastern corner, it is also smaller than 101,-9. 
.Structure 10L-U) does not adorn steps circling it, as 10P-9 
does, allowing access to its superstructure (Pig, b). The two
superstructures were covered with many motifs and 16 large 
macaw birds.
These macaws are the subject of the next two chapters. 
Chapter 111 discusses my 1986-198? field work, which is the 
reconstruction of the bird and all the other superstructure 
motif.., while c.inpt.er IV discusses the hir'd and its symbolism
RECONSTRUCTION 01* THE BAi A ,  COURT FACADE
During the fit)Id season of the summer of 1986 I 
articulated, cataloged, and collected many of the ball court 
motifs relating to the macaw bird of the two ball court 
superstructures. Now, during the season of the spring of 
1987, the project continues to gather ball court motifs. In 
fact, the remains of Btromsvik1 s Pile 4 was discovered during 
excavations of the north side of temple ?6. These twenty new 
facades shall help the continuing efforts made by Barbara Fash 
and myself in reconstructing the motifs of 10C-9 and lOL-IO's 
superstructures.
In the last chapter I discussed the form of the ball 
court*s architecture and its articulated motifs. In this 
section I will discuss Ball Court AIII's unarticu.lated motifs 
and the work that has been done to reconstruct these motifs. 
The 16 macaws consist of many facades, with many combinations. 
Not all the motifs are directly related to the macaw, but all 
the motifs are related to the superstructure.
I will describe every motif separately and explain what 
part of the macaw it belongs to, or if it is not related to 
the macaw, where it belongs on the superstruture. After 
explaining the motifs,I will discuss the stages of 
reconstruction the macaw has gone through.
The mai.n mot .i.f of the rnacaw .is 1 ta beakod-head , t.hore i s
a minimum count of 1 r> heads, which corresponds, to the 1b
birds. (See Fig. 6c For a drawing of the head and Table 1 for
a complete list of all minimum counts.) The collar motif is
believed to encircle the macaw head. The entire motif
consists of at least six blocks and up to eight. There are
defin.i.tly four corner blocks and either two or four ahau or
plain filler stones, (Figs. 6d, 6e & 6f) The collar's minimum
count is Wl. Constituting the bottom of the bird are right
and left talons, with a minimum count of 13 and 1*1,
7respectively. (Figs. 6a & 6b)
The bulk of the body is the right and left serpent wings. 
These motifs each consist of six massive blocks that make up a 
serpent and are the birds wings. The minimum count is 16 left 
wings and 13 right wings. (Fig, 6g)
The bird also sported a tail. (Fig. 7a) Five blocks make 
up this motif. The minimum count is 16. Flanking the tail 
are right and left scrolls. (Figs. 7b & 7c) The minimum count 
is ten for both right and left scrolls. Flowing from the tail 
are three and four tiered straight feathers. These feathers 
fancy the top of the macaw. The exact number of straight 
feathers that make up the bird is not known, but each three 
tiered and four tiered motif requires a curved right and 
curved left feather. The minimum count for these is very low, 
but that is due to the small size of the blocks. The minimum 
count for three tiered right and left is ten and five, 
respectively. (Figs. 7d & 7e) The minimum count for four
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tiered right and left is .six and seven, respectively. (Pigs,
7f & 7g) The last motif of the macaw bird proper is more 
feathers. The terminal feathers sit below the serpent wings, 
giving the illusion that the wings are made of feathers. (See
Fig. 7h for the Termina.1 Fea ther ) The rnini mum count for th 1 s
rnot i f i s ve r y eon f us 1 rig due to d i f f eren t way s i.n wh i eh thio 
tenons of 1,hese pi eees wore f ash ;i.oned . Thero .*ire sovera 1 
e o rn b i n a t j. o n s a n d p o s s i b i ] i. ties wit h i n t h e m a e a w f o r t h i s m o t ;i f 
and thus rnin:i mum oounts are use1 oss .
This concludes the motifs of the macaw bird proper. The 
following two motifs may be related to the bird, but where is 
not yet known. Akbal glyphs have a minimum count of 16, one
for each bird. (Fig. 7i) At this time they are placed on the
bottom of the bird, as if the rnaeaw was perched upon it. The 
Akbal may also be part of the birds chest. Maize elements 
flank the Akbal glyph, their minimum count is ?A , or two per 
bird. (Fig. 7 j)
The rest of the motifs are not directly related to the 
bird, but are thought to decorate the superstructure itself. 
These other motifs are believed related to the ball court 
superstructure because they were found in the same piles as 
the macaw fragments. The first of these motifs, Ahau Bones 
(Fig. 7k), has a minimum count of 15. This indicates that it 
could be directly related to the bird, but for now it eludes 
placement. Kan Crosses (Fig. 71), though, are not directly 
related to the birds. The minimum count is H8, making Kan 
Cr ises part of the superstructure decoration. There are two
typos of' vegeLa t,:i.on g 1 y ph3 , 1 argo and srna 3.1. The minirnurn 
count of the small vegetation glyph (Fig. 7m) is 29. The 
large vegetation glyph is broken up into right sides and left 
sides. The right side large vegetation (Fig. Yn) glyph’s 
minimum count is 23. The left side large vegetation (Fig. 7o) 
glyph’s minimum count is 2*1, The last of the motifs are 
various border glyphs, all have eluded reconstruction. (See 
Table 1 for a complete listing of minimum counts.)
These motifs, though all not directly related to the 
macaw, are all believed to make up one intricate ball court 
decoration. In the next chapter, the symbolism of these motifs 
will be discussed. The bird represents Vucub Caquix, who is a 
divine being; while the non-macaw motifs represent darkness. 
Now the reconstruction of the bird.
In the author’s first field season of the summer of 1986 
much of the macaw was already constructed. (Fig. 9) During 
the summer of 1985 William and Barbara Fash had already 
constructed all the motifs and had already tried several 
reconstruction combinations.^ The first articulation had the 
serpent wings in a vertical position (Fig. 8), ’’based on an 
analogy with 'the bird shown on the east side of Copan Stela H” 
(Kowalski and Fash 1986:6). The second combination, with the 
serpent wings horizontal (Fig. 9), is the one believed to be 
correct during the summer of 1986.
During the summer of 1985 William and Barbara Fash also 
proved the assertation made by Tatania Proskouriakoff *10 years 
ago correct, that be ball court was decorated by 16 macaws.
The Fashs proved this through the keeping of minimum count 
records. Proskouriakoff1s other belief, though, that the 
serpent wings were corner masks, proved wrong. Then in the 
season of 1986 William amd Barbara Fash disproved Stromsvik,s 
reconstruction of the ball court superstructure.
The field season of 1989 harbored numerous results with 
the facade of the ball court superstructure. The main work 
accomplished was the artiou1 s* n a of every superstructure 
facade and constructing a possible macaw combination. The 
most difficult facade element that was articulated was the 
serpent wings. Proskouriakoff placed a series of reptilian 
masks on each of the four corners of both buildings.
Stromsvik (19*32:189) stated that the serpent motifs (thought 
to be corner masks) "have eluded precise reconstruction." So 
the serpents were long thought to be independent of the actual 
bird. Once the serpent wings were fit into the macaw, the 
other motifs fell into place, including the head, collar, 
talons, the tail, and feathers.
Also during the 1985 season the Akbal and maize motifs 
were added as a perch for the bird. Kan crosses, though 
articulated, ‘eluded precise placement, along with Ahau bones, 
scrolls, and vegetation glyphs.
In the summer of 1986 I inherited the work done by 
William and Barbara Fash. Many motifs were dismantled and for 
six weeks I, along with my partner Donald Muellner, 
re-articulated them. By the summer of 1986 Barbara Fash was 
convinced that the serpent wings streched horizontally.(Fig.9)
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Later in the season Barbara Pash suggested that the three and 
four tiered straight feathers be raised so they flow from the 
top of the tail, instead of flanking the tail; thus leaving a 
blank register between the terminal, feathers and straight 
feathers. (Pig. 10) The raising of the feathers adds 150 cm 
to the total height of the bird. With this added height, 
William Pash was convinced that Stromsvik’s superstructure 
reconstuction was wrong. As seen in Canegie photographs, the 
still-standing lowest three steps of the corbeled arch of the 
superstructure contained two blocks per step. Yet Stromsvik 
reconstructed the fallen steps of the south east arch of 
structure 10L-10 with only one block per step; thus reducing 
the angle of the arch and reducing its height by 1.5 meters. 
With the new articulation of the macaw William Pash was 
certain the entire corbeled arch contained two blocks per 
step. By the end of the 1986 summer season, most motifs were 
re-articulated and the macaw had a new form.
The spring of 1987 saw many new possible articulations of 
the macaw, plus an unexpected pleasure--the find of Ball Court 
All’s macaw facade during restoration on the west side of 
Temple 26. The first face lift that the macaw received was 
the addition of the right and left scrolls flanking the tail. 
(Fig. 11) This articulation adds a motif in the empty 
register between the terminal feathers and straight feathers.
The next change the macaw received was not artistic, but 
architectural. In reviewing the ball court’s architecture, 
Barbara Pash suggested that the macaws go on the corners of
17
.structures 10L-9 and 10L-10. So four birds would adorn the 
corners, while the other four birds would sit between the 
doorways and not over them. This positioning is stru<. turaily 
sounder. The idea was feasible because several of the motifs 
curve, as they might if the macaw was positioned on the corner 
of the building, and several of the tenons are pie-shaped 
rather than straight. The motif that curves the most are the 
terminal feathers. If the terminal feathers are positioned on 
the out-stretched serpent wings they would not need to curve. 
If they did curve they would curve into the building, while 
the flat serpent wings sits flush with the building. The 
motifs that need to curve would be the collar, tail, and Akbal 
glyph. Half of these motifs (since only half of the macaws 
would be positioned on the corners) would need to curve, yet 
preliminary research does not back this hypothesis. Although 
last year, when I cataloged the motifs, I did not record 
whether the motif curved or not or if the tenon was pie-shaped 
or not. So more research is necessary before arriving at a 
definite conclusion. Another inconsistency that occurs when 
the macaws are placed on the corners and between the doorways 
is the macaws are no longer evenly spaced between each other.
Barbara Fash, while trying to incorporate the Akbal into 
the macaw, tried it as the bird’s chest. She moved the Akbal 
from between the maize elements, that the macaw wa3 perched 
upon, to between the collar and talons. Since the Akbal is 
smaller in width than.the collar, several terminal feathers 
were placed next to the Akbal, making it wider. This
18
positioning of the terminal Teal,hers fits well with the idea 
that the macaws decorate the corners, but the Akbal would also 
have to curve. Because this new combination makes the bird 
taller, and there is no way to add more height to the 
superstructure, the maize elements were removed as the perch. 
(Fig. 13)
As seen in figure 13, the serpent wings and terminal 
feathers are flipped over. This is due to the information 
gathered when the macaw of Ball Court All was discovered 
during restoration of Temple 26. As of now, the excavations 
have not uncovered the entire macaw, but the beak and the 
serpent wings have been exposed. The head adorns a necklace 
that leads to a pendant which has not yet been uncovered. 
Though it may be an Akbal, Barbara Fash believes it may be a 
different design (Pers. Comm.,1987). The excavations have 
revealed two important facts, one is that the serpents are 
wings, and two that they were placed upside down. (Fig. 12 
shows the new combination without the Akbal chest, Fig. 13 
shows the new combination with the Akbal chest.) This new 
rolevation makes the Akbal chest more believable, but not 
definitly correct. By the end of this season, when the entire 
bird is excavated, the Akbal may definitly become part of the 
macaw facade.
The reconstruction half of this chapter has only dealt 
with the motifs that belong to the macaw. As of yet, the 
other motifs~-such as kan crosses and Ahau bones--do not
articulate with the bird or the grand ball court decoration,
more research is necessary before anything may be written 
about these motifs. Although these motifs have not yet been 
articulated into the superstructure, they do relate to the 
ball court and macaw bird symbolically. The next chapter 
discusses the symbolism of both the non-macaw related motifs
19
and the macaw motifs.
SYMBOLISM
The macaw and other associated motifs of the ball court 
superstructure all play an intricate role in ball court 
symbolism. In this chapter I will discuss the symbolism of 
each motif of the macaw bird and the over all symbolism that 
the ball court plays in Maya beliefs.
The symbolism of the macaw is intricate. Besides the 
bird being Vucub Caquix (Fash Pers. Comm.,1987), which is the 
Principal Bird Deity, each motif that makes up the bird 
contains symbolism. The serpent that makes up the bird’s wing 
is associated with other divine beings besides the Principal 
Bird Deity, ’’indicating that the bird portrayed is a divine 
being.” (Kowalski and Fash 1986:14)
The serpent wings are of divine being, but in which 
world? The akbal glyph, which is commonly associated with 
Vucub Caquix (Cortez 1986:66) and adorns either the chest or 
perch of the bird, is associated with the underworld (Kowalski 
and Fash 1986:16). If the akbal is the bird’s perch, then the 
maize elements flank it. The maize elements ’’refer to the 
other great function of the ball game and its accompanying 
human sacrifices; the promotion of agricultural fertility and 
the seasonal rebirth of the sun-maize deity” (Kowalski and 
Fash 1986:18). Assuring agricultural fertility is an
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important theme in all pilgrimages. The maize elements that 
flank the underworld akbal glyph is associated with 
agricultural fertility, while the akbal is associated with 
darkness and death; showing how the two ball bame themes 
coincide with each other.
Other motifs that represent darkness and the underworld 
include the kan cross and ahau bones. "The large ahau bones 
from the Copan Ball Court are an obvious reference to death 
and the underworld (Thompson 1970;220-222, 304)" (Kowalski and 
Fash 1986:16). “Since the kan cross frequently is paired 
with, or substitutes for, the yax and completion signs in 
liquid streams it is probable that it was used on the Copan 
Ball Court facades to indicate the underworld-underwater 
associations of the ball game." (Kowalski and Fash 1986:18)
In the Popol Vuh the hero twins, Hunahpu and Xbalanque, 
defeat death in the underworld and the twins did it by playing 
the ball game. It is obvious, by written narrative and 
iconography, that the ball court is believ.ed to be in the 
underworld, but what is Vucub Caquix doing in the underworld? 
The Principal Bird Deity is commonly portrayed, on late 
classic vessels, with akbal glyphs, associating itself with 
the underworld (Cortez 1986:66). But the bird is said to have 
assumed dominian over the moon and sun. Why then is it 
associated in the underworld? The first reason is that many 
ball oourts are envisioned as the night sky and others as the 
underworld, “supporting the 1 idea that the night sky and the 
earth, or the underworld, are in their essence the sameMI
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(Kowalski and Fash 1986:17) . 9 What is associated with the
night sky is associated with the dark underworld.
The other, more interesting, reason is the association of
the hero twins to the ball court. Although the hero twins
greatest victory was in the underworld, their second greatest
10victory was the defeat of Vucub Caquix. What better way to
associate Copan's ball court, and thus Copan's elite, to the
hero twins than include the hero twins victorys in
iconography, while using Vucub Caquix to imply that the ball
court is in the underworld.
Here the Lords of Copan, before the eyes of 
their people, incarnated the hero twins of the 
Popol Vuh and relived their battles, thereby 
insuring the rebirth of the sun, promoting the 
growth of maize, and manifesting their sacred 
role as mediators between the world of the gods 
and that of men. (kowalski and Fash 1986:19).
thus assuring themselves that the ball court would attract
pilgrims.
The playing alley also contains underworld iconography.
Claude Baudez (1984) discusses the three alley markers of Ball
Court Allb. Although this iconography is not actually
associated v/ith Ball Court A111, the relationships between the
Copan ball courts are similar enough where an analogy can be 
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used. The north marker (Figs. 2b & 3b) is the prolgue to 
the game, when death reigns. "A creature of the underworld 
accompained by *9' glyph (death) receives the homage of one of 
his co-teammates. The two players pertain to the team of the
'right' whose captain is the lord 'death* of the central
(Baudez 1984? 151),
The central marker (Figs. 2a A 3a) portrays the action of 
the game. "XVII Rabbit triumphs over the lord 'death*, and 
avenges his ancestors and allows the sun and forces of life to 
triumph" (Baudez 1984:151).
The south marker (Figs. 2c A 3c) depicts the victory of 
the ball game, when life conquers death. "After the game, a 
player from the underworld pays homage to the young god of 
maize who proceeds the emblem '7 glyph' (fertility), The two 
pertain to the winning team 'of the left' led by XVIII Rabbit" 
(Baudez 1984:151).
Although the north and south markers (Figs. 2b A 2o and 
3b 4 3 0  represent drastically different themes, death/life, 
they are portrayed in a remarkably similar fashion. This 
portrayal indicates how closely the two themes were related to 
each other in the eyes of the anoient Maya. Life oan not
i >'
ocour without death, and vioe versa.
The alley markers are not Just playing markers with 
ioonography, but a olever scheme to attract pilgrims. The 
markers and their story of vlotory are plaoed on the ground of 
the underworld (ball ootirt), in order to assure the viotory of 
XVIII Babbit, and thus all of Copln. As explained in the next 
chapter, pilgrims enter the Orest Plaza through the oauseway 
and funnel through the ball court. Eaoh pilgrim enters the 
underworld and "plays" the ball game through ioonography and 
then returns to the middleworld, thus surviving the trip and 
assuring viotory.
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As these markers express, life and death are constant 
themes in the ball court iconography; the ball game also has 
its own myths. The ball game is believed to be a struggle 
between day and night. Although the ball game myths are 
independent of the myths related to the ball court 
iconography, they are closely related. The night sky of the 
ball game is symbolic of the underworld, while the day is 
symbolic of life and the upper world. Krickeberg (1966) 
believes that the ball game was a symbolic struggle between 
light and darkness. This belief relates to his idea that the 
night sky and the underworld are the same, and that light must 
battle dark in the underworld on the ball court.
The ball game has also been related to celestial 
movements. Stern (1950) claims there is a relationship 
between the movement of the ball during the game and the 
movement of the sun. The Popol Vuh talks about the victors of 
the ball game becoming heavenly bodies. Hunahpu and Xblanque, 
after defeating the underworld lords of Xibalba on the ball 
court, become the sun and moon (Tedlock 1985:160). This shows 
two separate myths for two separate entities, the ball game 
and the bell court, intricately intertwining with each other, 
displaying one unified theme.
So both the ball court iconography and the ball game 
itself were heavily immersed in symbolism and ceremony. 
Symbolism is only necessary when one person (or group) is 
trying to convince another person (or group) to listen and 
watch what he is doing— that his actions are important. I
believe the reason that the ball game and ball court coni lined
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so much symbolism and reference to power was to attract 
pilgrims.
Now that the art and architecture of Ball Court AIII, and 
the symbolism of both have been discussed; I would like to 
relate all of it to possible pilgrimages to Copan. Pilgrimage 
within the Maya culture has been researched before, as in 
Shane and Coggin's Cenote of Sacifice, yet a pilgrimage to a 
ball court is a nascent idea. I propose that it was the ball 
court that attracted the pilgrims to Copan's "downtown".
Since a pilgrimage is a journey to watch or participate in 
something, and the ball game is a spectator sport, estimating 
the number of people capable of watching the game is the first 
step. Extensive seating would be required for a pilgrimage to 
occur to the ball court.
Ball Court AIII is located at the periphery of the Great 
Plaza, where the causeway enters and so it is open access, and 
the acropolis, where the king lives and so it is restricted 
access. As Susan Gillespie states (1985:15) "ball courts may 
occur at the edge of their respective territories", in Copdn 
this being the nobles (acropolis) to the south and the 
peasants (Great Plaza) to the north. When, though, the Great 
Plaza and the acropolis are viewed as one, the ball court is 
the center of the site. (Fig. 1) With this arrangement it is 
the ball court that joins the nobles and commoners, making
SURROUNDING ARCHITECTURE
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them one ethnic group. The "ball game would have in 'tilled an
awareness of solidarity, while affirming the authority of the
elite" (Scarborough nd:17) . As Gillespie states:
there are also ball courts at the center of sites.
Here the boundary being marked was internal and 
probably refered to a division within the society. 
...the Main Group at Copan, Honduras, is located 
between two sacbeob running east and west and 
leading to certain household types. "Not co­
incidentally, this central point in the Main Group 
coincides almost exactly with the main Ball court" 
(Fash 1983:283). (1985:15).
It is obvious that the Copan elite used the ball court as 
a pilgrimage center. The court is positioned so it is on both 
the periphery of the elite and the periphery of the commoners, 
but when the two are united, the court is the center of the 
Main Group, indicating a unified Copan. It requires a unified 
Copan to defeat the underworld lords that play the ball game. 
Thus Copan, its pilgrims, and its ball team unite to defeat 
death and the opposing team. For the ball court to attract 
the pilgrims needed to defeat the opposing team, the bleachers 
must contain enough seats to accomidate everyone. As Mary 
Miller states in Blood of Kings (1986:2*47) "Most Maya courts 
are positioned to permit their activity to be observed by 
large crowds." This is especially true in Copan.
In order to get a count of possible observers of the ball 
game, one must survey the surrounding architecture that was 
used as bleachers. Directly east and west of the playing 
alley are structures 10L-9 and 10L-10. These structures form 
the ball court. They are the sloping benches with the macaw 
markers on top. Sitting upon 10L-9 and 10L-10 are the
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superstructures that probably housed ball game equipment and 
were decorated by 16 macaw birds. These structures are part 
of the playing alley and possibly believed to be part of the 
underworld during play, and so sat no spectators. To the 
north of the court is an "L" shaped structure. To the south 
of the court is Temple 11 and to the south east is Temple 26. 
(Fig. 5) All three of these structures sat pilgrims.
Directly to the south of the ball court is the court of 
the hieroglyphic stairway, consisting of Temple 11 to the 
south and Temple 26 to the east. On these two temples are 
where most of the viewing oceured. The ball game is a game 
between good and evil, light and dark, believed to be played 
in the underworld. This belief fits with the concept that the 
pilgrims are seated upon the temples, looking down on the 
game; as if the viewers are in the middleworld, and the game 
is "under" them. At Copan it is Linda Scheie’s belief that 
Temple 11 is the cosmos (Pers. Comm., 1987), with spectators 
looking down into the underworld from the overworld.
What I have done to estimate the viewing audience is 
measure each structure, count its terraces and steps, and 
figure how much sitting space each person requires. While 
doing this I have checked every seat to see if the view was 
satisfactory. It would be best, of course, to fill both 
Temple 11 and Temple 26 with people; but I did not command 
those resources, so I did the next best thing. In estimating 
how much space a person required, 1 used ten Honduran 
excavators, since they are closer in size to the Maya than
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Gringos. Ten Hondurans sitting relatively close, yet
comfortably, require five meters of space, 0r 50 cm each •
The s1 eps of Temp le 11 stand solid considering they have
not been re<‘onstrue ted , but the temple contains two area s
wbere the terraces are in rubble. Temple 11 consists of the
mai n tempi e and a superstructure, located in the center of the
tempJ o. Flan k 1 n g r 1 t her side of the main Steps, leading to
the s u p e r struoture , i s n o v; r ^ J b b 1 e . Within this rubble 1s a
cons i derab 1 0 atnount of facade. Although this facade may have
fa 11en from the supers t r u c t u r e , i t m k e s n0 sense that the
c e n tral steps are void of rubble. Also, both rubble facade
a reas are twelve meter s wide, and are rubble only on the tipper
half of th temple and are clear steps on tho bottom hal f of
the temple • This gives me the impression that these areas
were decorated, and thus unseatable.
Tempie 11 has a constant M  steps, pius possibly two
steps buried under aceumulation (Fash Pers • Comm., 1987) »
This would give the temple a total of steps. It is now 21 
steps to the rubble facade area, add on the buried two steps 
and it would be 23 steps~~halfway up the temple. The center 
steps, because of the superstructure, are 56 steps high.
Temple 11 is 87 meters long from 10L-7 to 10L-26, 
including the protruding intersection between Temple 11 and 
Temple 26. Hohmann and Vogrin's maps reconstruct the 
intersection as 7.5 meters running east-west. As seen in 
figure 5, this intersection is terraced like Temple 26 and so 
will be included as Temple 26 viewing.
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The next task was to check out each seat for plausible 
viewing. The center steps and superstructure is perfect 
viewing. Although these seats are not in direct line with the 
ball court, they are high enough that the viewing angle makes 
them good seats. Farther west, though, is rapidly poorer 
viewing. Since l concluded that the rubble facade areas 
flanking the center steps were non-viewing areas, the next 
seat is twelve meters west,; an area that contains no plausible 
seats. At the bottom half of the temple, where the steps are 
continuous, the angle is too poor to sit any farther west. So 
the center steps mark the westen viewing.
As stated, Temple 11 is 87 meters long. From 10L-7 to 
the west rubble facade area is 25 meters, so that is 37 meters 
of unuseable seating. The center steps are 13 meters wide 
from each flanking rubble facade area. There are 56 steps in 
the center, but the superstructure steps sport a three meter 
wide motif in the center of its ten steps. So 46 steps are 13 
meters wide and ten steps are ten meters wide. The steps, 
though, are only 50cm deep and so each person requires two 
steps to sit, one for his body and one for his feet. With 
each person requiring 50cm of space and two steps, 26 people 
could sit on every other step for the first 46 steps, and 20 
people on every other step for the last ten steps. So 598 
people could sit on the lower 46 steps and 100 people could 
sit on the upper ten steps, for a total of 698 people.
The next viewing area on Temple 11 would be the 23 steps 
below the east rubble facade area. This area is twelve meters
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wide. Again, the rubble facade area is not for viewing. That 
would be ?J\ people per step occupying twelve steps, or 288 
people.
The last area of viewing on Temple 11 is between the east 
rubble facade area and the 13 terraced intersection between 
Temple 11 and Temple 26. This area is 17.6 meters long on the 
ground ana 26 meters long on the top of the temple. (Fig. 5) 
This is due to the strange intersection between the temples. 
Although the intersection is problematic for measuring, the 
design makes viewing sense, since the seats are pushed foward 
and not shoved in the corner. It would be impossible to 
measure every different step for this study, so I averaged the 
two measurements. Assuming a constant angle of intersection, 
an averaged number should be roughly correct. The average 
distance is 21.26 meters, but since each person requires 60cm, 
T dropped the 26cm. So if the area is 46 steps high and 21 
meters long, then 966 people could sit there.
The total amount of people capable of watching the ball 
game from Temple 11 is 1962 people. No one could sit the 
first 37 meters, 698 people could sit on the center 13 meters, 
288 people could sit on the next twelve meters, and 966 people 
could sit on the last 17.5 meters, and I have not calculated 
the audience of the last 7.5 meters. That is 87 meters of 
space, sealing 1952 people.
The next area I estimated was the jut between Temple 11 
and Temple 26. It is 7.5 meters long running east~west on the 
ground and ten meters long running east-west on the top, for
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an avei ge of 8.75 meters. The area is nine terraces high. 
The terraces are deep enough so one person can fit on one 
terrace. So using the average of 8.5 meters, again dropping 
the extra 25cm, and nine terrace, 153 people could sit there.
It is also possible that people sat on the west side of 
the intersection, running north-south. The length of the 
structure Is nine meters on the ground and 13 meters on the 
top, for an average of eleven meters. Again it is nine 
terraces high, for 198 people. That would be 351 people for 
both sides.
Temple 26 and the hieroglyphic stairway was also used as 
bleachers. 1 believe that the king sat upon the 
superstructure of Temple 26 looking down on the game. While 
measuring the top of Temple 26, I noticed that the acoustics 
from the ball court are excellent. If the king was given 
silence, which should be no problem, he could start the game 
from his seat.
The terraces to the north of the hieroglyphic stairway 
were not good seats. Given the height of the superstructure 
of 10L-1Q, the seats to the north of the stairway were 
unuseable. The first good seat on Temple 26 would be the 
king’s, and this makes sense that no one was allowed a closer 
seat than the king and no one was allowed to sit in his way.
The hieroglyphic stairway consists of 62 existing steps,
the original number of steps is disputed, so I will use the 
existing number; plus a superstructure. The superstructure 
was reserved for only the king. There were 62 seatable steps
each 7.5 meters wide. There are five motifs that decorate the
steps and these areas are unseatable. Each decoration is five
V ..< ■■■ .
steps high and two meters wide. There is also an altar on the 
first five steps that is four meters wide. Every person 
requires two steps. The stairway sits 203 people, minus the 
66 people for the room the motifs take up, for a grand total 
of 137 people.
The terraces to the south of the stairway are sea-table. 
The structure is nine terraces high at this point, same as the 
structure that connects Temple 11 and Temple 2 6 . Again, I
needed to average the lengths of each terrace from the edge of 
the hieroglyphic stairway to the Intersection with Temple 11. 
The length on the ground from the stairway to the intersection 
is 12.5 meters, The length on top is 17.5 meters, for an 
average of 15 meters. The terraces are deep enough to sit one 
person per terrace. The number of people capable of sitting 
on here is 270 people. That makes a grand total of ^07 people
for Temple 26.
That concludes the estimations to the south of the ball
court. It is possible that people stood in the court of the 
hieroglyphic'stairway, but could any one past the first few
rows see? Plus, if the ball game was played in the underworld, 
then any one on the same plane as the game would also be in 
the underworld. I believe that the hieroglyphic court sported 
no spectators. So the total number of people capable of 
watching the game south of the ball court was 2710.
Temple 11 and Temple 26 is where I believe the Copanecs
viewed the game, while the opposing elite watched from the "L" 
shaped endzone north of the ball court. (Fig. *0 This would 
coincide with the belief that the ball game was played in the 
underworld and that the opposing team was fro.n the underworld. 
Thus, the opposing spectators were forced to sit in the 
underworld with their team.
The north endzone is bounded by an MlM shaped structure; 
This structure has several functions. The first function was 
seating. The other function was a pilgrim funnel. If the HLU 
shaped endzone was a pilgrim funnel, it would answer the 
question why Ball Court AIII is shaped so different. (Fig. 4) 
Ball Court AIII has no endzone boundary to the south, and this 
is to allow more seating. And it makes sense that the north 
endzone includes seating, since to the north of the ball court 
is the Great Plaza; But why have seating on only two of the 
three sides?
My hypothesis is that the causeway, which is the main 
road into and out of the Main Plaza, which is located just 
north of the ball court, funnels people into the Great Plaza. 
The causeway continues at least two kilometers to the east of 
the plaza to‘Las Esepulturas, where most sizeable structures 
has its own road that funnels into the causeway. From the 
causeway, people funnel into the Great Plaza. From the plaza, 
the "L" shaped court funnels people through the ball court, 
which is the underworld, and then back to the middleworld, the 
viewing areas. Baudez (198U:T51) believes that the alley 
markers represent the playing of the ball game, so every
pilgrim that passes through the ball court "plays" the ball 
game. This involvement with the game would allure more 
pilgrims to journey to Copan to watch the game.
The "L" shaped endzone also include steps and terraces 
for seating. The north structure is stepped. It fancys nine 
steps, but each person requires two steps to sit. There are 
three different lengths of steps. The average length of the 
steps is 23.5 meters, with the first two steps being 23 
meters, the second three steps being 24 meters, and the last 
four steps being 23.5 meters. With an average length of 23.5 
meters and four rows of steps being occupied, assuming 
spectators feet can not touch the floor of the alley, 188 
people could view the game from the north structure.
The east structure is terraced. There are three 
terraces, all with different lengths. The bottom terrace is 
14.5 meters, the middle terrace is 1 6 meters, and the top 
terrace is 1 7 . 5  meters, for an average of 1 6 meters. 3 2  
people could sit on each terrace for a total of 96 people. 
That makes the maximum audience of the "L" shaped structure 
284 people.
The grand total viewing audience then is six people shy 
of 3000, with 2710 people for the "home" team and 284 people 
for the "visiting" team. My belief that there were different 
seats for different people is speculative. The estimate of 
3 0 0 0 people is probably low, in my research I was very 
conservative. If the hieroglyphic court is used and people 
sit at seats that I felt were inadequate and more people sat
in the areas I designated as seating, the figure could be as 
high as 5000 people. Also remember, although some of the 
information is taken from Hohmann and Vogrin's maps of Copan, 
most is my own work. The information concerning the temple 
reconstructions is hypothetical. The important aspect of this 
last section is not the exactness of the research, but to set 
up and answer an archaeological question.
Looking at the unique shape of the ball court, I see no 
objection that its shape is related to pilgrimage. I hope 
that the information collected this season on maximum viewing 
audience and the pilgrimage funnel, facilitates future 
research. It is obvious that the ancient Maya elite used the 
ball court as a place to gather pilgrims, but this still needs
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to be researched.
Although this paper explorers possible pilgrimages to 
Copan’s Ball Court AIII, its purpose is the preliminary work 
that must come before such research. Before Maya pilgrimages 
to ball courts may be examined, the courts must be examined. 
This paper does that research for Ball Court AIII at Copan. 
Every ball court needs its art, architecture, and symbolism 
examined, and all the while keeping the pilgrimage hypothesis 
within the context. In Copan, a detailed analysis of the 
earlier ball courts and their relationship to each other 
through time still needs to be done.
The last chapter of this paper investigated the 
contemporary architecture surrounding Ball Court AIII.
Although this research is not directly related to the 
archaeology of the ball court, it is very necessary. These 
structures were used as bleachers for pilgrims to watch the 
game. Further investigations of this sort must be done 
throughout the Maya realm in order to confirm that Copan’s 
’’bleachers’* are not coincidental. After more ball courts have 
been examined, analogy work may begin between other 
pilgrimages, such as modern day Latin American Catholic 
pilgrimages, and ancient Maya pilgrimages.
CONCLUSIONS
3 7
1. For more information on Ball Court B see Fash and Lane,
1983.
2. The information on Eall Court AI and Ball Court All was 
taken from Gustav Stromsvik's 1952 paper The Ball Courts 
at Copan: with notes on courts at La Union, Quirigua, San 
Pedro Pinula, and Asuncion Mita. The information on Ball 
Court AIII is from the authors own research.
3. Stromsvik (1952:189) claims an inconsistent playing 
alley.
4. The cauac monster of the Maya is associated with 
mountain, so a cauac glyph on top of a macaw represents 
Macaw Mountain. Through other inscriptions at Copan, it 
is believed that Macaw Mountain is one of the hills that 
define the Copan valley (Staurt Pers. Comm., 1987).
5. Stromsvik (1952:192) claims that the stela was erected at 
the same time as 10L-9 was built and that the stela was 
purposely incorporated into the structure.
6 . The exact articulation of the macaw bird is not known due 
to the poor provenience data left by Stromsvik. All that 
is known of each fragment is the pile that Stromsvik 
placed it in.
7 . See Williamson (nd) for a complete discussion of all
ENDNOTES
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3 9
motifs.
8 . See Kowalski and Fash (1986) for a detailed acoount of 
the 1985 field season.
9. See also Krickeberg (1966:248-49) and Brundage (1979:10).
10. As seen in the Popol Vuh (Tedlook 1985:89—9^).
11. See Chapter III on reoontruotion, where the maoaw bird 
from Ball Court Allb found in excavations, looks similar 
to the macaw bird of Ball Court AIII.
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Figure 2. Alley Markers of Ball Court Allb
a. center marker, b. north marker, c. south marker.
H2
Figure 3. Alley Markers of Ball Court Allb 
a. center marker> b. north marker, c. south marker.
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Figure 6. Reconstructed Motifs of The Macaw 
a. left talon, b. right talon, o. macaw beak, d. 'collar, 
e. oollar ahau, f. collar plain, g. serpent wing.
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Figure 7. Reconstructed Motifs of Macaw and Superstructure 
a. tail, b. right scroll, c. left scroll, 
d. right 3-tiered feather, e. left 3-tiered feather, 
f. right 4-tiered feather, g. left 4-tiered feather, 
h. terminal feather, i. akbal, j. maize, k. ahau bone,
1. kan cross, m. small vegetation, n. right large vegetation,
o. left large vegetation.
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IFigure. 8
1985 Macaw construction
1986 Maoaw construction
Figure. 9
00
Figure. 10
1987 Macaw construction
Figure. 11
1987 Macaw construction
1987 Maoaw construction
Fig u r e .  12
1987
Figure. 13 
Macaw construction
Macaw Heads.....................................14
Left Talons.....................................14
Right Talons....................................13
Collars.........................................14
Left Serpent Wings..............................16
Right Serpent Wings.............................13
Tail Elements..................  15
Maize Elements..................................24
Akbal Glyphs . .................................. 16
Ahau Bones......................................15
Kan Crosses.....................................48
Left Large Scrolls........ 10
Right Large Scrolls...................... 10
Small Vegetation Glyph......................... 29
Left Large Vegetation.......................... 24
Right Large Vegetation......................... 23
Right Side 3-Tiered Feathers....................10
Left Side 3-Tiered Feathers...............  5
Right Side 4~Tiered Feathers.................... 6
Left Side 4-Tiered Feathers..................... 7
Table 1. Minimum Counts of Each Motif.
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